Open positons for the Marie Sklodowska-Curie fellows at the
Centre for Informaton Technologies and Applied Mathematcs
Centre for Informaton Technologies and Applied Mathematcs (CITAM) is an
interdisciplinary research group with the actiites at the intersecton of computer science
and informatcss mathematcss control systems technologiess and process engineering. In
partculars the Centre’s work is concentrated on the following topics:
- knowledge discoiery from large databases (with applicatons in biomedicine);
- computatonal creatiity;
- research and deielopment for adianced IT supported applicatons in educatons including
e-learning;
- algebraic hypercompositonal structures and their applicatons;
-ordered algebras;
- dynamic-systems modeling from data and applicaton of these models for control design.

Topic 1 : Connectons between algebraic hypercompositonal
structures and fuzzy sets.
One of the signifcant deielopments in the feld of algebraic hypercompositonal structuress
both of a theoretcal and applicable characters is represented by the fuzzy hyperstructuress
like a generalizaton of classical hyperstructures. Many complicated problems in economicss
engineerings eniironments social sciences medical science and many other felds iniolie
uncertain data and they cannot be solied using only classical mathematcs methods. There
are seieral well-known theories to describe uncertaintys like fuzzy setss intuitonistc fuzzy
setss rough setss sof setss iague sof setss etc. During this projects new connectons
between fuzzy sets and hypergroupss hyperringss or hypermodules will be iniestgateds
based on concrete examples from real-life.

Scientfc requirements:
Ph.D. in Mathematcs. The candidate is expected to haie a iery good background in the feld
of Algebras in partcular in algebraic structuress graph theory and fuzzy setss and to
partcipate actiely in the current and future felds of research of the Centre.

Topic 2 : Cross-Context Knowledge Discoiery in Science and
Educaton
Soliing many challenging problemss such as understanding complex diseasess designing new
drugss designing new deiicess predictng consequences of certain actiites in complex
ecosystems or learning situatonss requires knowledge from diferent contexts to be
connected and used in new circumstances. On the other hands scientsts and other

professionals tend to be more and more specialized in their relatiely narrow domains of
expertse. Knowledge technologies proiide increasingly needed methods and sofware tools
to support experts in cross-context knowledge discoiery from large databases. The holder
of the MSC-IF fellowship will focus on deielopment and adianced applicatons of such
technologies. In partculars the emphasis will be on knowledge discoiery from large textual
databasess from heterogeneous data collected in spato-temporal databases and other sorts
of structured and unstructured data specifc for a chosen feld of applicaton in science
and/or educaton.

Scientfc requirements:
PhD in Computer Sciences Applied mathematcs or Computatonal Linguistcs. The candidate
is expected to haie a solid background and practcal experience in at least two of the
following topics: Data Minings Text Minings Databasess Natural Language Processings
Knowledge Discoiery from Databasess E-learning. Besidess the candidate should haie
affinity for theoretcal research with interest in practcal applicatons and partcipate actiely
in the current and future felds of research of the Centre.

Topic 3 : Dynamic-systems modeling from data and applicaton of
these models for control design
The Gaussian-process model is a fexibles probabilistcs non-parametric and kernel model
with uncertainty predictons. It ofers a range of adiantages for modeling from data and has
been therefore used also for dynamic systems identfcaton and control systems design. The
holder of the MSC-IF fellowship will focus on methods for the modelling of dynamic systems
with Gaussian-process models and applicatons of these models. These applicatons should
take adiantage of Gaussian-process model’s propertes and includes but are not limited to:
control systems designs fault detectons on-line and of-line modeling of iarious dynamic
systemss etc. Some challenging issues: multple-output systemss eioliing modelss closedloop stability analysiss robust control designs etc.

Scientfc requirements:
Ph.D. in Engineerings Physics or Applied Mathematcs. The candidate is expected to haie
affinity for theoretcal research with interest in practcal applicatonss a solid background in
mathematcal probabilitys system identfcaton and control systems design and an actie
partcipaton in the current and future felds of research of the Centre.
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